
South Central Action Area Caucus Group Caucus Meeting 
June 7, 2017  

12:30 PM – 2:30 PM 
Renton City Hall 

1055 S Grady Way, Renton, WA 98057 

AGENDA 

 
Meeting Purposes: 

 Review of AA updates and clarify role of LIOs in allocating funding, regional priority setting, and 
2018 NTA solicitation 

 Discuss federal and state budget and impacts on Puget Sound recovery 

 Deep dive- Building Cities in the Rain – Watershed Prioritization for Stormwater Retrofits  

 Member updates 
 

Time Topic Lead/Action 

12:30 – 12:35 Welcome & Introductions  Chair 
 

12:35 – 12:40 Review April Meeting Summary Chair 
Decision 

12:40 – 1:00 2018 Action Agenda 

 Highlights from EPA 2017 Guidance to SI Leads 
(funding decisions and LIO subawards) 

 Role of LIOs in allocating funding, regional priority 
setting, and 2018 NTA solicitation 

Gretchen Muller and Alexandra 
Doty 
Information and discussion 

1:00 – 1:10 Federal and State Budget Update 

 Status update and impacts on Puget Sound recovery 

 Puget Sound Day on the Hill – recap and next steps 

Chair and Alexandra Doty 
Information and discussion 

1:10 – 2:10 Deep Dive: Building Cities in the Rain: ** Watershed 
Prioritization for Stormwater Retrofits (link to report found 
below) 

Heather Ballash (WA Dept. of 
Commerce) and Erika Harris 
(Puget Sound Regional Council) 
Information and discussion 

2:10 – 2:25 Good of the Order 

 ECB agenda items 

 Finance Subcommittee update 

 PSP updates 

 GAO focus group 

 Member updates 

Chair, Alexandra Doty, Gretchen 
Muller, and Caucus Members 
Discussion  

2:25 – 2:30 Wrap-Up & Adjourn Chair 
 

 
Upcoming Meeting Dates: 

1. September 6 (Renton City Hall) 
 
** Building Cities in the Rain – Watershed Prioritization for Stormwater Retrofits document can be found 
here: http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/gms-bldg-cities-in-the-rain-2016-1.pdf  

http://www.commerce.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/gms-bldg-cities-in-the-rain-2016-1.pdf
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South Central Action Area Caucus Meeting 

April 5, 2017 

12:30 –3:30 p.m. 

Renton City Hall 

Attendees:   

Members and Alternates 

Name Affiliation  Name Affiliation  

Fred Jarrett King County Janne Kaje  King County 

Andy Rheaume WRIA 8 Chair Dennis Robertson WRIA 9 

Tom Kantz Pierce County/WRIA 10 Kathy Minsch City of Seattle 

Krystal Kyer Pierce County/WRIA 10 Doug Osterman WRIA 9 

Merita 
Trohimovich 

City of Tacoma Allan Warren Pierce Conservation 
District 

Blair Scott King County  Mike Mactutis Sound Cities Association 

Heather Trim Futurewise Stacy Vynne Puget Sound 
Partnership 

Brandy Reed  King Conservation District Alexandra Doty Puget Sound 
Partnership 

Other Attendees 

Name Affiliation  

Gretchen Muller Cascadia Consulting Group 

Marie Novak Cascadia Consulting Group 

Welcome and Introductions  

Fred Jarrett welcomed everyone and reviewed the purpose of the meeting. Stacy Vynne introduced 

Alexandra Doty who will be supporting the South Central LIO for the next few months.  

Review Meeting Summary 

Fred asked for revisions and comments to the Feb 1 meeting summary. Dennis Robertson moved to 

approve the meeting summary as written, Tom Kantz seconded. All were in favor. The meeting summary 

was approved as written.  

2018 Action Agenda 

Stacy provided an update on the 2018 Action Agenda. The Leadership Council approved ten vital signs - 

chinook, land development & cover, marine water quality, shellfish beds, freshwater quality, shoreline 

armoring, summer stream flows, floodplains, estuaries & pocket estuaries, and toxics in fish - which will 

inform regional priorities and near term actions (NTAs). Schedule is included in the meeting packet and 

has been shifted to better accommodate final LIO plans and implementation strategy development.  

 Tribal Management Conference will make recommendations for the Chinook implementation 

strategy to be approved by the Salmon Recovery Council in May. Having this strategy could open 

a new funding source through NEP for things like monitoring and education & outreach.  
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 LIO will comment on regional priorities and 2016 NTAs to advance in June/July. New NTAs will 

be developed in the fall; LIO review (working session in December) will be incorporated into 

Strategic Initiative Advisory Teams review.  

 Regional NTAs and recovery strategies will take into account LIO plans, Tribal priorities, and 

implementation strategies.  

Federal and State Budget Update 

Stacy provided an update on federal and state funding.  

 Federal budget - president’s budget cuts funding for EPA and PCSRF, as well as base funding for 

NEP. There will be more information on April when the current continuing resolution expires. 

 State budget - the senate capital and operating budgets are out; the house operating budget is 

out and capital budget will come out today. Table with the governor’s and senate budget 

information is included in the meeting packet; Gretchen will circulate the house capital budget.  

 The potential for diminished funding sources underscores the need to diversify funding sources, 

improve communication about the problems facing Puget Sound, and mobilize private sector 

funding and involvement. We need to take advantage of the nexus with other environmental 

issues, e.g. using funding that would come from a carbon tax because of the link between 

carbon pollution, ocean acidification, and shellfish viability.  

 We need to communicate the value of our work to legislators and the public, potentially by 

developing an ecosystem services valuation model. WRIA 9 has incorporated ecosystem services 

valuation into their Salmon Recovery Plan, and momentum of that led to conversations about 

showing that value as a basis for some sort of funding mechanism. There already exists a large 

body of work, including policy analysis if there is the energy around resurrecting it.  

Restructuring Conversation  

Janne Kaje gave a presentation on the current relationship structure between WRIAs, Lead Entities, and 

LIOs, as well as potential restructuring ideas for the South Central LIO.   

Potential restructuring ideas include: 

 WRIA 10 forms its own LIO while WRIAs 8 & 9 remain in the South Central LIO. 

 WRIAs 8, 9, & 10 absorb LIO functions and keep their existing structure or possibly add an LIO 

subcommittee, dissolving the South Central LIO.  

 South Central LIO dissolves completely; WRIAs 8 & 9 continue to operate on their own and focus 

on salmon recovery, and WRIA 10 forms an LIO with the Puyallup Watershed Council.  

Members provided input and posed questions about implications of these potential options.  

 Puyallup Watershed Council formed an LIO committee to investigate the organizational 

structure necessary for LIO functions and to develop a scope and schedule.  

 If LIO splits into three, there should be quarterly or biannual meetings to facilitate coordination.  
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 WRIA’s attendance and collaboration stem from funding control. Salmon recovery, flood and 

stormwater management are intertwined and should be coordinated, however adding LIO 

functions to the salmon recovery councils may not be the most effective way to achieve that.   

 The purpose of these discussions is to explore various structures to consider down the road and 

evaluate the problems we want to solve and how we might do that through focusing all the 

work going on in a watershed in one place.   

 Some LIO members would have to go to multiple LIO meetings under a split structure and are 

concerned they wouldn’t be able to collaborate as effectively.  

 WRIAs will also need some structural adjustments in order to serve LIO functions if combined, 

and will need to be able to engage in a dialogue about multiple vital signs for multiple resource 

concerns beyond salmon.  

Deep Dive: Futurewise 

Heather Trim presented Futurewise’s Lay of the Land report on low impact development/green 

stormwater infrastructure in King County. Andy Rheaume provided examples from the City of Redmond.  

 Green roofs and trees aren’t incorporated into NPDES permit; trees might be included in the 

next cycle. It could be beneficial to evaluate how to coordinate in order to influence the next 

NPDES permit update cycle on the structural stormwater controls element.  

 Brandy Reed informed the group that a few King County jurisdictions are developing a model 

ordinance template to address funding city urban forestry programs through stormwater fees.  

Good of the Order 

 ECB and finance subcommittee updates: 

o Gretchen distributed ECB meeting minutes; they discussed the WRIA/LIO merger and 

received generally positive feedback on the restructuring process.   

o Continued to discuss funding strategy.   

 PSP updates:  

o Puget Sound Day on the Hill May 1-3, more info on website. There is a sign-on letter of 

support for those who cannot participate in person.  

o Governor’s Salmon Recovery Office is hiring for Executive Coordinator.  

o PSP is hiring a Planning Division Manager to work on the Action Agenda and salmon 

recovery. Recruitment announcement will be shared.   

 Member updates: 

o There were none.  

 Next meetings are June 7th and September 6th at Renton City Hall. 

o The group will discuss how to spend seed money. 

o Gretchen will send out Janne’s restructuring diagrams after he discusses WRIA 10 with 

Tom, as well as Sheida’s letter and the House budget, the sign-on letter for Puget Sound 

Day on the Hill, and the Hood Canal Stormwater Prioritization Report.   

Wrap-up & Adjourn 

Meeting adjourned at 3:13 pm.  

http://www.futurewise.org/assets/reports/LayoftheLand_LIDGSIin-KingCountyFinal-February232016.pdf


 
 

 

2017 GUIDANCE TO STRATEGIC INITIATIVE LEADS 
 

For the 

Implementation of the 2016 Action Agenda 
and Funding of Activities 

 

 

April 13, 2017 
 

Revised version of 2016 guidance that reflects Leadership Council recommendations and  

lessons learned from the process in 2016. 

 

 

 

 

Purpose of this document:  EPA Region 10 has compiled this document to provide 

information to guide funding decisions and processes led by the three Strategic 

Initiative Leads engaged in Puget Sound work. 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective:  Funding decisions made by the Strategic Initiative Leads, and associated 

processes led by Strategic Initiative Leads, will be to implement the 2016 Puget 

Sound Action Agenda in a manner that is efficient, effective, transparent and well 

understood. 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.heller.brandeis.edu/sid/images/news/EPA_logo.png&imgrefurl=http://heller.brandeis.edu/sid/news.htm&h=600&w=551&sz=100&tbnid=IW73V7GYH3AJ::&tbnh=135&tbnw=124&prev=/images?q=epa+logo&usg=___LqCvfzdDx6iYpx3sTFyAirrA4o=&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=3&ct=image&cd=1
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I.  Background 

 

A new EPA Puget Sound funding model was initiated in 2015 to better align investments with the 

Strategic Initiatives and Vital Signs in the Action Agenda, to address various interests of stakeholders, 

and to improve on the Lead Organization model used to administer EPA Puget Sound Geographic Funds 

in previous years. The new model is currently being implemented.  As part of the new model, a 

competition was held to select the organizations that would serve as Strategic Initiative (SI) Leads. The 

Strategic Initiative Leads are:  

 

 Stormwater:  Washington State Department of Ecology, with Commerce and WSU Stormwater Center  

 Shellfish: Washington Department of Health, with the Washington State Department of Agriculture 

and Ecology  

 Habitat: Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, with the Washington Department of Natural 

Resources. 

 

Strategic Initiative Leads will convene both long-standing Strategic Initiative Advisory Teams (SIATs), 

and shorter term work groups that develop and adaptively manage Implementation Strategies.  A key 

task of the Strategic Initiative Advisory Teams is to provide input to the SI Leads to inform Puget Sound 

Geographic Funds funding decisions.  The SI Leads will make final decisions based primarily upon 

these recommendations.  

 

 

II. Funding Decision Process 
 

The following is a framework which describes the approach for Strategic Initiative Leads to develop 

subaward packages to be funded with Puget Sound Geographic Funds each year.  For the 2016 Action 

Agenda, it is important to note that the list of NTAs was not developed or ranked with the intent of 

being a final funding list per se, nor was the list of NTAs intended to be solely funded by Puget Sound 

Geographic Funds. Many NTAs and associated activities are more appropriately funded by other 

sources. 

 Note: While the Action Agenda ranking of NTAs should be considered by SI Leads and SIATs, 

this is one of several factors used to determine a project’s alignment with NEP grant funds. NEP 

funding is not bound to funding based on the ranking in the Action Agenda. 

 SI Leads/SIATs should justify their FY2017 funding recommendations based on the criteria in 

this EPA funding guidance, not (solely) based on the Action Agenda NTA ranking. 

 For FY2017, SI Leads/SIATs should develop a funding package that includes funds from the 

first incremental round of funding AND an approximate amount of funding anticipated from the 

second incremental found of funding.  In this way, only one round of review and input will be 

necessary for FY2017. 

 

It is important to note that each SI Lead has some flexibility to adapt the funding framework to the 

individual SI Lead circumstances necessary to achieve the best possible outcomes.   
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1. The Strategic Initiative (SI) Leads assemble the Strategic Initiative Advisory Teams (SIATs) to 

develop funding recommendations for, and in collaboration with, the SI Leads. 

 

2. The SIATs and SI Leads review the lists of Near Term Actions (NTAs) within the 2016 Action 

Agenda adopted by the Leadership Council and conditionally approved by EPA as the 

Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP) under the authority of the National 

Estuary Program.  

 

3. The SIATs and SI Leads review the additional factors in Section III of this document to guide 

and inform the selection of activities from the list of Action Agenda NTAs for potential funding 

with Puget Sound Geographic Funds.  The SIATs and SI Leads approach their work with the 

goal of identifying the activities and their sequence that can contribute most strategically over the 

next two years to achieving the Puget Sound recovery goals published in the Action Agenda. 

 

4. The SIATs and SI Leads analyze the NTAs to determine if there are significant gaps that need to 

be addressed in order to approach Puget Sound recovery more strategically and effectively.  

SIATs and SI Leads may fund gaps with their allocation. 

 

5. EPA recommends that the SIATs and SI Leads, in their assessment of NTAs for possible 

funding, consider additional information such as: 

 

a. Lessons learned from the Lead Organizations involved in the previous EPA funding 

model. 

b. Information available on previously funded work that is similar or related to current 

NTAs.  This could include the success of the activity in contributing to recovery goals, 

and evaluation of the activity sponsor’s ability to meet stated objectives. 

c. Information about the history of an activity (e.g., other phases). 

d. Cross-cutting issues which have potential benefit or impact to other NTAs that fit under 

different strategic initiative areas of work. 

e. Activities that may be more appropriately funded through other sources. 

f. Similar activities that could be combined. 

g. Sequencing of activities to achieve better outcomes. 

h. Climate impacts, effectiveness monitoring, and status and trends monitoring. 

 

6. The SIATs make formal funding package recommendations to their respective SI Leads.  This 

should include justifications for NTA selection based on the factors in the funding guidance.  

The details of this process may differ across the SI Leads.  For example, an SI Lead may opt for 

a highly collaborative process between the SIATs and the SI Lead that culminates in a draft 

funding list that is owned by both groups.  Another SI Lead may choose to take a more hands off 

approach and allow their SIATs to work more independently to produce a recommendation.  

Ultimately, it is EPA’s goal that all SI Leads focus most closely on identifying priority 

Puget Sound Geographic Funding pathways through the use of Implementation Strategies 

as a structured decision-making tool.  
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7. The SI Leads review the SIAT recommendations, and confer with others as necessary (e.g., 

SIAT members, subject matter experts, agency management, etc.) and determine if they agree 

with the recommendations. 

 

8. The SI Leads share these recommendations with the Leadership Council and the Tribal 

Management Conference (TMC).  Once this has occurred, the Leadership Council and the Tribal 

Management Conference have three weeks to provide overarching feedback to the SI Leads on 

the funding package recommendations.  SI Leads are under no obligation to respond prior to 

making a final decision on the funding package for the current federal fiscal year. 

 

9. After receiving feedback from the LC and TMC, the SI Leads have two or three weeks to 

produce final funding decisions. 

 

10. EPA SI Lead Project Officers review the SI Lead’s development and content of the funding 

package from a grant’s terms and conditions perspective.  (For example, EPA must ensure that 

policies related to anti-lobbying are adhered to by the SI Leads and their subawardees.) 

 

11. SI Leads transmit funding packages and supporting information to the NEP Management 

Conference and the Tribal Management Conference. 

 

12. SI Leads begin to negotiate subawards with NTA owners, develop RFPs to fill identified gaps, 

put in place sole source contracts, etc.  EPA Project Officers will review the workplans for 

adherence to the terms and conditions, and will provide oversight of primary award recipients to 

ensure that subawards are being adequately monitored and managed. 

 

 

III. Factors to Consider when Identifying Activities to be Funded with Puget 
Sound Geographic Funds 

 

Puget Sound Geographic Funds must be used to implement NTAs identified in the 2016 CCMP/Action 

Agenda or critical gaps identified as important to environmental outcomes as expressed in the 

CCMP.  An important element of the new funding model is that Puget Sound Geographic funds may be 

directly awarded to NTA owners in some situations without further competition.  All NTAs vetted and 

ranked within the 2016 Action Agenda are considered to have met the competition requirements for 

EPA Geographic Funds eligibility.   

 

Importantly, the NTAs were not scored and ranked for the purpose of a Puget Sound Geographic Fund 

funding list. Should SI Leads diverge from NTA rankings in their funding decisions, they must provide 

justification on the basis for those decisions.  The flexibility of Puget Sound Geographic Funds, other 

factors beyond Action Agenda ranking should be considered in order to maximize the best use of these 

funds. As such, use of additional criteria to guide investment decision is warranted.  The following are 

factors to assist in such analyses for FY2017, with the first two factors being considered as most 

important, while the remainder are in no particular order: 
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1. Ranking: NTA Rankings are to be used as a place to start.  As SIATs and SI Leads make their 

way down the ranked lists, they can use the additional guidance to work through their decisions, 

and to identify lower ranked NTAs that might be important, or even critical, to fund over higher 

ranked NTAs. 

 

2. Relationship to critical/priority path in Implementation Strategy (NOTE: This was not 

considered during the NTA scoring process):  To the extent possible, fund NTAs next in the 

sequence along an Implementation Strategy critical/priority path as these become developed and 

refined.  This factor could also cover activities, such as science and monitoring, which are 

necessary to inform a body of work.  This could also include needs identified to improve, 

manage, or operationalize Implementation Strategies.  Ultimately, Implementation Strategies 

should provide a clear and credible justification for most funding decisions related to Puget 

Sound recovery. 

 

 Activities for which other sources of funding do not exist or do exist: With the flexibility of 

Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 320 funds, funds can be used for activities to address gaps to 

achieve environmental outcomes as expressed in the CCMP.  Please note however, if funding 

recommendation includes gap funding (e.g. actions not addressed by NTAs evident in the ranked 

list) the SIAT and SI Leads should prepare justification supporting the variance.  Conversely, in 

some cases a project may not be funded with Puget Sound Geographic Funds because there is 

already dedicated or ample funding for that activity (e.g., stormwater capital projects). 

 

 Cross-Cutting and Synergistic Opportunities (per recommendation from the Leadership 

Council) (e.g., between NTAs; between salmon recovery projects; with ongoing 

programs):  During scoring it was noted that there were NTAs that seemed closely related in that 

they would add up to greater than the sum of their parts.  Looking down the list for these 

opportunities for lower ranked NTAs that might result in a greater outcome for a higher ranked 

NTA would be worthwhile.  Another possible area to explore would be to identify NTAs for 

funding that are, in some way, synergistic with salmon recovery projects that have been 

completed, in progress, or planned.   

 

 Bang for the buck/cost effective for results:  Where would an investment of the same amount of 

money bring the greater gains in environmental outcomes towards vital sign targets?  For 

example, if two NTAs cost approximately the same but one that was ranked lower resulted in the 

recovery of 500 acres of shellfish beds vs. one highly ranked that resulted in 50 acres, this should 

be considered.   Cost effectiveness among differently ranked NTAs should be considered.  

 

 Pilot/Priming/Planning investments that can be replicated or expanded with other sources of 

funding if successful (e.g., Floodplains by Design): This would be especially important to 

consider if other sources of funding were identified that could be leveraged with the EPA 

investment.  Some of the pre-work for expensive capital projects come to mind.  

 

 Agency directives from Congress/OMB/ EPA initiatives: These could include coordinated 

investment and Treaty Rights at Risk (TRAR), and EPA initiatives/priorities, such as climate 

change, riparian protection and restoration, and should be referred to when making funding 

decisions. 
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 Priority science and monitoring needs identified in the Biennial Science Work Plan as these 

support developed Implementation Strategies and related Vital Sign environmental outcomes. 

 

 Significant gaps in necessary activities to move recovery forward (as documented in the 2016 

Action Agenda).  If included in funding recommendation but not part of the ranked NTA list, the 

SIAT and SI Leads should prepare justification supporting the variance. 

 

 Non-capital projects (or elements of projects) that have fewer dedicated funding sources (per 

recommendation from the Leadership Council). Examples include science, monitoring, 

education, behavior change. 

 

 
 

IV. Additional Local Integrating Organization Subawards 
 

To address the importance that Local Integrating Organizations (LIOs) have a predictable level of 

funding awarded to support some of the local priorities that contribute to regional recovery, the Strategic 

Initiative Leads will coordinate on a process that would give LIOs the opportunity to identify their 

priority NTAs for direct funding within the constraints of the Puget Sound geographic funding allocated 

for this use.  The proposed NTAs will have to meet all of the established criteria for funding NTAs, 

including the technical standards necessary to establish identifiable outputs and projected outcomes, and 

a clear connection to regional outcomes (i.e., Vital Signs).  They must also be allowable under CWA 

320 and National Estuary Program funding authorities.    

 

Strategic Initiative Leads will work with LIOs to refine the proposed NTAs and develop a work plan, 

budget, and schedule. NTA final funding decisions are subject to SI lead discretion.  EPA anticipates 

that approximately $100,000 per LIO per year will be available via this mechanism.  In the interest of 

administrative efficiency, EPA recommends that LIOs be limited to the funding of one NTA each, 

which can be incrementally funded moving forward (i.e., phased funding of one activity over more than 

one year).  EPA defers to the Strategic Initiative Leads on the funding of these subawards, and supports 

their decisions.  Subsequent funding is dependent upon Puget Sound appropriation levels.  

 

EPA expects that FY2017 funds will be split into two allocations. LIO-priority $100,000 project 

allocations will come from the second (summer/fall) incremental funding installment if and when it is 

available. 



2018 Implementation Plan
Standardized Process

Phase 1: Define Scope & Schedule

Phase 2: Area of Focus

Phase 3: NTA Solicitation Development

Phase 4: NTA Development

Phase 5: NTA Review

Phase 6: Draft Action Agenda Review

Phase 7: Action Agenda Adoption (by 6/30/18)

Phase 8: CCMP Approval by EPA

4/4/2017

Complete

Complete

In Progress

In Design

In Design

Not Started

Not Started

Not Started



Area of Focus

4/4/2017

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Science
Panel
(2/16)

Salmon
Recovery

Council
(3/23)

Review & Approve Area of Focus

Leadership
Council 
Adopts
(3/29)

Area of Focus
Vital Signs

LIO Plans
Implementation Strategies

Tribal Priorities
Science Work Plan process

Tribal Engagement

Ecosystem
Coordination 

Board
(3/2)

2018 Implementation Plan
Phase 2: Area of Focus



NTA Solicitation

4/4/2017

Apr 2017 May Jun Jul Aug Sep

Science
Panel
(7/19)

Staff & Technical Advisors
Prepare Regional Priorities 

for Solicitation

LIOs
Add local context to 
Regional Priorities

Review & Endorse Solicitation for Near Term Actions

Salmon 
Recovery 
Council & 
Ecosystem 
Coordination 
Board
(7/27)

Leadership
Council 

Endorses
(by 9/8)

Release 
Final 

Solicitation
(by 9/28)

3-week 
Comment 

Period

Appeal 2016 NTA 
Alignment with 

Regional Priorities

Area of Focus
Vital Signs

Pressures
New Sub-strategies

LIO Plans
Implementation Strategies

Tribal Priorities
Science Work Plan process

2018 Implementation Plan
Phase 3: NTA Solicitation Development

Regional Priorities
Approaches

Interim Outcomes
Action Ideas

P
u

b
lic

 P
ro

ce
ss

Te
ch

n
ic

al
 W

o
rk

Release 
Draft

Solicitation
(7/5)

Tribal
Mgmt

Conf
(7/25)



NTA Development

4/4/2017

Jul 2017 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 2018

Develop and Submit Near Term Actions (NTAs)

Final NTA
Submittals

Due
(1/10)

Release 
Final 

Solicitation
(by 9/28)

Local and regional support for NTA development

2018 Implementation Plan
Phase 4: NTA Development

P
u

b
lic

 P
ro

ce
ss

Te
ch

n
ic

al
 W

o
rk

Release 
Draft

Solicitation
(7/5)

NTA owners begin 
laying the ground work 

for developing NTAs

LIOs review & approve local NTAs (process may vary by LIO)

Local NTA development (process may vary by LIO)

Regional NTA development & coordination with LIOs

Note: The details of the NTA development & review process will be released in the draft solicitation 
and will be subject to public review and comment before being finalized.



AA AdoptionDraft AA ReviewNTA Review

4/4/2017

Jan 2018 Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Score & Prioritize 
Near Term Actions (NTAs)

Adopt
Action

Agenda
(by 6/30)

Release 
Draft Action 

Agenda
(3/15)

2018 Implementation Plan
Phase 5: NTA Review Phase 7: Action Agenda Adoption
Phase 6: Draft Action Agenda Review Phase 8: CCMP Approval

P
u

b
lic

 P
ro

ce
ss

Te
ch

n
ic

al
 W

o
rk

Final NTA
Submittals

Due
(1/10)

Score & prioritize NTAs;
Gap & outcome analysis

NTA Appeal

Note: The details of the NTA development & review process will be released in the draft solicitation 
and will be subject to public review and comment before being finalized.

LIO & Tribal NTA review

Board Meetings (TBD)

Submit 
Final

Action
Agenda 
to EPA 

for CCMP 
Approval

(TBD)

Review & Revise Action Agenda Adopt Final Action Agenda

Tribal
Management
Conference
(3/27)

3-week 
Comment 

Period

Board Meetings (TBD)

Tribal
Management
Conference
(5/22)

Note: Limited Comp Plan revisions related to CCMP & Tribal Management Conference (May 2017-Feb 2018)



THANK YOU 
PUGET SOUND DAY  
ON THE HILL 

Dear partners and friends,

Thank you for doing your part in making Puget Sound Day on the Hill 2007 a success. The 
feedback we’ve received has been all positive, and I am proud of the great work our group was able 
to accomplish. Here’s a quick recap of the event and its highlights: 

 � Nearly 60 partners from Puget Sound gathered in Washington D.C. to inform decision-makers 
about the importance of Puget Sound protection and recovery.

 � Conversations took place with 11 members of Congress and 9 senior Congressional staff (from 
the House and the Senate). Our Puget Sound Congressional Caucus, Congressmen Heck and 
Kilmer, welcomed us personally, and a lucky few can now claim to have participated in the 
coveted night tour of the Capitol by Congressman Kilmer.

 � We had the opportunity to inaugurate the newly formed national Congressional Estuary Caucus. 
As of this writing, some 35 members have joined this caucus.    

 � Several tribal representatives honored us with their participation. Their critical voice and 
articulation of treaty rights underscored and cemented the importance of protecting and 
recovering Puget Sound. 

 � A few of our meetings were attended and observed by federal agency staff (EPA, U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, Office of Management & Budget and the Congressional Research Service).

 � With the support of The Nature Conservancy, a website (https://pugetsoundinnovationstories.
blog/) was created to share the many great recovery projects taking place around the Sound—
and the partners who are making them happen. The Nature Conservancy sponsored creation of 
a “coffee table” book of selected stories, generated from the website and offered to the people 
with whom we met.  

 � Dr. Joseph Gaydos, of The SeaDoc Society, donated copies of the stunning The Salish Sea, 
Jewel of the Pacific Northwest. This book allowed us to more effectively share the wonders of our 
Puget Sound with elected officials who have the misfortune of living elsewhere (http://www.
seadocsociety.org/salish-sea-book/).



 � As of this writing, 148 people and organizations have signed onto a letter of support to key 
congressional and senate subcommittee chairs and ranking members. 

 � The Governor of the State of Washington, Jay Inslee, wrote a letter of support for the messages 
we carried to Congress.

 � Governor Inslee also shared a letter of support, along with the governors of the states of 
California, Oregon, Idaho and Alaska, regarding the Pacific Coast Salmon Recovery Fund.

During this trip, we received some great news that Congress had approved an omnibus bill that 
extends the federal support for programs critical to the work of protecting and recovering Puget 
Sound. Specifically, the Puget Sound Geographic program, the National Estuary Program, and 
the Pacific Coast Salmon Recovery programs will be held at existing levels until the end of the 
federal fiscal year. This is in stark contrast to the President’s proposed budget, which would have 
eliminated federal funding for all these programs.  

Even though the omnibus bill included a 1 percent cut to the EPA budget, a specific provision 
was inserted to ensure that the NEP program would be held harmless from these cuts. Most 
notably, legislators shared with us that the protection of the EPA funds was a “direct result” of 
last year’s Puget Sound Day on the Hill. I personally asked every single person with whom I met, 
“What can we do to help you protect Puget Sound?” The unanimous answer: keep doing exactly 
what we were doing in communicating the Puget Sound Day on the Hill messages.  

Last but not least, we celebrated that other key programs supporting our collective efforts―those 
specific to tribes as well as the SeaGrant program—are also designated to continue through the 
end of the federal fiscal year.

So, to those who came and to those who took other steps to support this effort, I hope you share 
my sense of pride in what we are doing together. We have averted what could have been a terrible 
outcome and strengthened the foundations for future work. I am filled with great optimism that 
the strength and solidarity of our team will lift us to outcomes we must reach.

Visit our website to see photos from the DC trip

With warm gratitude,

Sheida R. Sahandy,

Executive Director

Puget Sound Partnership

http://www.psp.wa.gov/2017-day-on-the-hill.php
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Recap of 2017 Puget Sound On-the-Hill 
 

Puget Sound Day-on-the-Hill 2017 

May 1-4, 2017 

52 participants, including business community members 

Convened by Representative Denny Heck and Derek Kilmer 

Common theme of was Puget Sound:  A Laboratory for Innovation. 

Three Key Messages provided at all sessions and meetings with Congress members, staff, and members 

of the administration. 

 Puget Sound protection and recovery efforts are a model of innovation and efficient 

partnerships for creating thriving and resilient communities 

 Withdrawal of federal support at this critical time would result in degradation of water quality 

and infrastructure, job loss, damage to multiple industries, and potentially irreversible 

ecosystem loss. 

 Federal investment in Puget Sound recovery and protection helps fulfill treaty-based 

responsibilities. 

A flyer was provided at all sessions and meetings on the employment and economic benefits to the 

maritime, agriculture, recreation, and tourism industries of Puget Sound.  A “Book of Puget Sound 

Success Stories” was distributed to all Washington Senators and members of the House. 

Day One 

Opening Session for convening and organizing the many participants 

Day Two 

Welcome orientation and greeting on day one by Representatives Heck and Kilmer 

Group Meeting with Peter Murchie, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Steve Kopecky, Army Corps 

of Engineers (Corps), Barry Thom, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and Justin 

Park, Northwest Indian Fish Commission 

Breakout Meetings with Senator Murray, Senator Cantwell, Rita Culp, House Committee on 

Appropriations, Carmen Frias, Chief of Staff for Representative Jayapal, Representative DelBene, 

Josephine Eckert and Tre Easton of Senator Murray’s office, and Jordan Evich, Deputy Chief of Staff for 

Representative Herrera Beutler 

Late night Capitol tour with Representative Kilmer 

Day Three 

Group meeting with Representative Larsen 
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Conversations with Senior Staff Megan Thompson and Nicole Teutschel of Senator Cantwell’s office, 

Jami Burgess and David Marten of Representative Heck’s office, Katie Allen of Representative Kilmer’s 

office, and Colin Swanson of Representative Reichert’s office 

Breakout meeting with Mike Hickey, Office of Management and Budget @ The White House, 

Representative Reichert, Representative Smith, and Andrew Neill of Representative McMorris Rodgers’ 

office 

Day Four 

Briefing of the House Estuary Caucus 

Take Away Messages, Guidance, and Next Steps 

Just as we arrived for the event, Congress passed the Continuing Resolution Bill, restoring all funding in 

2017 for the Pacific Coast Salmon Recovery Fund and Disaster Funding for Puget Sound 

From here on out, it will be a “funding game”.  2018 will be a battle with a lot of moving parts; the 

Administration is likely to drop a bill by May 22nd that is anticipated to look like the budget proposal for 

2017. There may be a month to prepare a Puget Sound response to the President’s 2018 proposals 

 Keep a strong “Puget Sound advocacy” presence—referred to often as “force”; keep showing up 

as a “family” 

 “Stories” are critical, talk about the budget cuts in human terms, for example, What do the cuts 

mean for your community?  How are we building urban and rural partnerships, What is the 

long-term return on investment; Put a face on the cuts; Make a precise connection to the 

impact 

 Demonstrate a DIRECT economic stake 

 Demonstrate LEVERAGING of resources/funding; “Two for One” resonates with Republicans 

 Demonstrate COLLABORATIVE Governance 

 Build RELATIONSHIPS 

 Demonstrate the BENEFIT to communities and landowners 

Spread the ownership of Puget Sound to the region.  Make Puget Sound an issue of Regional Importance 

 The Maritime industry needs to get involved 

 Port of Tacoma needs to get more involved; its connections with Alaska are vital 

 Garner the support from “sister states”, such as Alaska and Montana 

 Strive for a larger, educated population 

 Get an economic analysis of Puget Sound, including tourism and recreation 

 Build alliances 

 Focus on the meta issue—A Healthy Puget Sound (example:  What does Puget Sound water 

quality mean to salmon?) 
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Partner with other regions, for example, the Chesapeake; Puget Sound should be “on par” with the 

Chesapeake; Congressional Estuary Caucus formed 

There will be no “big bills”; must package “small bills” to lift issues and amplify Puget Sound needs in a 

package of small bills, including non-traditional legislation such as the work of newly formed 

Environmental Justice Caucus (by Representative Pramila Jayapal) that includes representatives from 

Virginia and California.  Ron Sims was named chair of the Green Energy Task Force 

Highlight exceptional sites of environmental justice 

Visit with Senator Murkowski of Alaska—she has a direct interest in us solving our problems 

Thank the Republicans of Congress on the Continuing Resolution Bill 

Be ready to read the 2018 Budget Bill immediately upon its arrival to Congress!  And act!! 
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